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NC: Describe how living things are classified into broad 
groups according to their observable characteristics and 
based on similarities and differences including micro-
organisms, plants and animals.  
 
Give reasons for classifying plants and animals based on 
specific characteristics. 

1. Who was Carl Linnaeus? 
In this lesson, the children will be introduced to classifica-
tion of living things and why classifying them is useful/
important. They will discover that Carl Linnaeus intro-
duced a classification system that could be applied to living 
things and they will use this system to help them classify 
and identify different organisms. By the end of the lesson, 
the children should be able to explain that animals can be 
assigned to specific groups based on their characteristics.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Why do we classify animals? 
During these lessons, the children will consider the classifi-
cation of animals and how they can be grouped 
(vertebrates and invertebrates. They will investigate in 
more detail the 
grouping and classification of animals that belong to the 
same group (e.g. looking at a group of mammals and 
deciding how they can be grouped further). 
Throughout the lesson, the children will become familiar 
with classification trees: they will understand how to use a 
classification tree to identify different animals.  
 
Extension: As a challenge, they will then build on this 
knowledge to create their own classification trees for others 
to follow.  

4. Are all micro-organisms harmful? 
In this lesson children are introduced to three further 
kingdoms (in addition to plants and animals) - fungi, 
bacteria and Protista—these are known as micro-
organisms. They will explore how micro-organisms can be 
helpful and harmful and will conduct the “Mouldy Bread” 
experiment. They will begin their experiment during this 
lesson and then make their observation over the next 7-10 
days.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5. What animals and micro-organisms can I 
find at Trinity? 
In this lesson, the children will explore the local environ-
ment (forest school). As they are out, they will be looking 
at the variety of different organisms and seeing if they 
can identify what they are. Can they find any organisms 
that they are unfamiliar with? 
Once the children are back in the classroom, the children 
will gather all the organisms that they could identify (e.g. 
grass, ants, daisies etc.) and also the organisms they 
couldn’t identify. Can they work out what these are using 
secondary resources? 

3. Can I produce a branched key? 
Following on from the last lesson, the children will use 
their knowledge about classification keys and have a go at 
creating their own about a group of given animals. In 
order to do this, they must carefully note the characteris-
tics of the given animals and think about ‘yes/no’ ques-
tions that will help them identify and group the animals.  
  


